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ince autumn last
year Ribble Valley
Inns have been offering guided walks
as part of a programme promoting the lovely
countryside that is accessible from each of its pubs (see
www.ribblevalleyinns.com
for details). Next month on
Friday, August 19 there will be
a walk from the Three Fishes,
Great Mitton which will use
part of the route described
below. Interested readers can
book themselves onto the
walk by telephoning 01254
826888.
Directions: 1. From the
car park turn left. Though by
no means obvious to yourself
or passing motorists you are
now on a major walking trail the Ribble Way - and you’ll followittoLowerHodderBridge.
Continue next road junction
and turn left. The road gently
descends to the River Hodder. As you cross the bridge
look downstream to see the
old Hodder Bridge sometimes
referred to as ‘Cromwell’s
Bridge’ as it is surmised Ollie
may have used it on his way to
engage the Royalist army at
what became known as the
Battle of Preston. On the far
side of the river turn right on
a broad track. The next part
of the walk follows the river
from the Lower Bridge to the
Higher Bridge. It is one of the
most delightful riverside ambles in the country. The track
edgesalongsideabroadmeadow and as it climbs the slope
leading to Hodder Place - the
prominent building in sight
from the riverbank - enters

woodland. After passing the
rearof HodderPlace the route
descends to a substantial
stone bridge. Over this keep
ahead at a junction of paths
and continue on a narrower
track in denser woodland.
The path rises to an ancient
cross and then makes its way
upstream with wooden footbridges at regular intervals.
Half a mile after Hodder Place
thepathreachesmeadowsbelow Rhyddings Farm and then
re-enters woodland on the final stretch to Higher Hodder
Bridge.Afteredgingroundthe
wall of a property the path arrives on a lane. Turn right and
cross the bridge.
2. The road climbs away
from the river. At the junction keep ahead and continue
alongthequietlanefor350yds
towherethelanebendsslightly left. Here look for a stile on
the right. After crossing it the
path which is none too dis-

tinct follows the field boundary alongside a huge slurry pit
and continues down a slope to
ajunctionofways.Keepahead
always aiming for the prominent spiresand turretsof Clitheroe on an eastward course.
After crossing an airfield for
a model flying club and then
a stone stile in a remnant of
a stone wall the path bears
left to a gate leading onto the
lane. Turn right and then at
the junction with New Lane
(B6243) turn left and descend
to the River Ribble.
3. On the far side of Edisford Bridge turn right down
a gentle grassy slope to enter
anareaofparklandverypopular in summer months. Once
more on the Ribble Way keep
ahead past the model railway
track to the left and continue on a narrower path close
to the river. Keep on it as it
climbs the embankment and
then edges round a field now

away from the Ribble. The enclosedpathtakesyoutoakissing gate. Through this turn
left onto a farm road and then
rightontoaserviceroadwhich
leadspastawastedisposalsite
on the left. Keep on the road
as it takes you to Fishes and
Peggy Hill Farm. After passing a farmhouse on the right
the way cuts a corner through
a kissing gate on the right in
front of the barn (it may be
easier to keep on the farm
track here). Continue to the
right of the barn as you leave
the yard to enter riverside
meadows. The way passes a
utility bridge on the right and
then a small utility building
then bears left away from the
river to cross a wooden bridge
obscured in most seasons by
the hedgerow. Through this
bear right climbing to top of a
rise. Go through a kissing gate
and continue with a fence line
on the right which encloses
woodland. After a stile (broken at the time of writing)
bear right to descend to the
river and then at the rear of
the Aspinall Arms follow the
path alongside outbuildings
to reach Mitton Road. Turn
right cross the river keeping
well to the right as there is no
pavementtotheThreeFishes.
l Walk devised by David
Johnstone resident walks
guide, Northcote Group.

Factfile
START: The Three Fishes, Great

Mitton, BB7 9PQ

DISTANCE: 7½ miles, 12k
TIME: 3-5 hours
GRADE: Easy
MAP: OS OL 41 The Forest of

Bowland & Ribblesdale

Not the idiot on the pitch during the Poland vs Portugal match

NOT ALL EURO
PAIN POLITICAL

S

o what shall we
all watch now
Euro 2016 is
over? Oh, hang
on... it’s still going on, you say?
There was me thinking
England’swoefuleffortson
MondaymeantBBC1could
now just concentrate on
Wimbledon and ITV on
Corrie and Emmerdale.
Actually, I tend to enjoy World Cups and Euro
tournaments more once
England have made their
inevitable early exit. At
least you can focus on all
the other teams who you
think or hope will flop.
At least the defeat to
Iceland meant Clive Tyldesley has got something
right this year. Early in the
tournament he told viewers: ‘It isn’t supposed to be
easy, supporting England.’
Though at the time, I just
thoughthemeant that was
because so many of their
matches were on ITV.
I must confess I was
away on holiday – on Spanish soil to be precise – for
the whole of the last-16
round.
All I can tell you about
the Spanish TV coverage
is the following: it is not,
as far as I could tell, on
terrestrial TV; Gianluca
Vialli is one of their pundits, and one of their presenterslooksabitlikeSam

Allardyce. Beyond that,
the fact it was in Spanish
meant I didn’t know what
they were on about. But
then nor did I understand
what England were trying
to achieve with their huffing and puffing against the
Ssons of Iceland.
I’m back home now for
the rest of the fun, though
that’s not a word that could
be applied to most of the
Portugal-Poland game
that kicked off the quarterfinals.
My favourite moment
came when commentator
Sam Matterface (ITV’s best
man on the mic if you ask
me) talked about stewards
dealing with an ‘idiot’ (a
pitch invader) seconds before the director switched
to a close-up of our friend
CR7.
This game also brought
us Ryan Giggs’ debut as a
pundit. I thought he was
okay but didn’t seem keen
to say anything too controversial or jump on the desk
Slaven Bilic-style (talking
of whom, should the West
Ham boss be made an offer
he can’t refuse by the FA? I
think so).
Perhaps Giggs has been
worn down by standing
next to Louis Van Gaal for
too long, but he needs to
liven up a bit if he wants to
carve out a career on the
sofa.

